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PLEASE VISIT LINKS BELOW FOR MORE ACTIVITIES DONE BY CLUB RAFIKI: 

Film: GIRLS LEADERSHIP TRAINING https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iz5Qp0DsaYo 

Film: GIRLS HANDCRAFT TRAINING https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-Zoj8eaHVk 

Film: DIGITAL LITERACY PROGRAM https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxK8-PbeOJg 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iz5Qp0DsaYo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-Zoj8eaHVk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LxK8-PbeOJg
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Club Rafiki is a non-profit organization operating in Rwanda especially in Nyarugenge District 

since October 24, 1974.  In 2012 Club Rafiki joins hands with Indigo Foundation and 

commenced Urban Dance School (UDS) a program that offering dance classes for young 

people between 6 to 18 years. On the other hand the center has been operating a Youth Friendly 

Centre (YFC) providing sexual and reproductive health education programs, laboratory testing 

service for pregnancy, a voluntary testing and counseling of HIV and STIs since 2010. Shortly, 

after commencement of the UDS, Club Rafiki decided to establish the links between YFC and 

UDS.  

 

Through this partnership since 2011, we got extra opportunities to get funds through 

fundraising and donation with aim to enlarge the center programs, those are supportive 

activities established for short period like My Talent My Health in (2013), Because we are 

the future in (2014), English Corner Workshop – ECW in (2017) and lastly Our Girl 

program (2018), all those additional initiatives are contributing a lot to the future of our young 

generation. 

 

 

Key findings 

TEENAGE PREGNANCY AND MOTHERHOOD 

The issue of adolescent fertility is important on both health and social grounds. Children born 

to very young mothers are at increased risk of sickness and death. Teenage mothers are more 

likely to experience adverse pregnancy outcomes and are more constrained in their ability to 

pursue educational opportunities than young  

The current Rwanda Demographic and Health Survey 2019-20 shows that 5% of young girls 

age 15-19 have begun childbearing. The number slightly eased to 17,337 in 2017 before 

jumping to 19,832 in 2018. From January to August last year, teen pregnancies increased to 

15,696, which translates to an average of 1,962 a month. Based on this, an estimated 23,544 

children were born to teen mothers in 2019. 

HIV/AIDS AND YOUNG PEOPLE  

Rwanda DHS 2019-20 shows that the young people age 15-24, 59% of young women and 57% 

of young men have comprehensive knowledge of HIV Prevention.  

The Rwanda Population-based HIV Impact Assessment (RPHIA), 2019 showed that there was 

a problem among the female youth, where HIV prevalence among young women aged 20-24 

years was three times higher than it was among men in the same age group. 

  

Read more: hhttps://www.statistics.gov.rw/datasource/demographic-and-health-survey-201920 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=COVID19_pandemic_in_Rwanda
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I. PROGRESS OF PROGRAMS 
The Second Semester started July to December 2020; in this hard journey for continuing to 

fight COVID-19 pandemic, Club Rafiki and its partners joined hands to protect and promote 

teens/youth from making wrong decision, but encourage them to make sound knowledgeable 

choice. Urban Dance School (UDS), English Corner Workshop (ECW), Youth empowerment 

and Our Girls platform and others kind of youth-friendly activities done for/by teens 

themselves are contributing in this process and build their future. 

During this troubling period for fighting COVID-19 pandemic together with youth benefited 

our youth friendly programs, we are working together as volunteers for serving their brothers 

and sisters. We are recognise their contribution and we thank them so much. 
 

SECTION 1:  

URBAN DANCE SCHOOL PROGRAM – UDS 

 

Eric from Mageragere rural area is busy and happy for revising his studies after schools 

reopen after 7-month suspension due to COVID-19. 
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UDS RURAL CLASSES: HEALTH AND DANCING SESSIONS 

Urban Dance School program is continuing to improve and protect the lives of teens through 

the social welfare, health care (Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights education) and 

wellbeing. Smoothly, in this hard period is continuing to be near of youth and advocating for 

them especially in the rural areas named Mageragere and Kanyinya.  

Health education and dancing sessions continue to gather its members by using social media 

and small group of participants with respecting the measures of preventing COVID-19 in this 

period the main trainer of UDS called Jihad and his assistants are continued to prepare and use 

dance tutorials, where they share with trainees on social media like WhatSapp, Instagram, 

YouTube etc...  

 

After dancing 

practices at Kanyinya, 

Mariam is conducting 

session on Sexual and 

reproductive health to 

her peer friends 

Dancing sessions continued in the small 

group 
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Some of the accomplishments of Urban Dance School – UDS - Kigali:  

KIGALI CAR FREE DAY: DANCING IN THE STREETS  

Kigali Car Free Day: An Innovative Model in the Fight against Non-Communicable Disease 

Twice a month, on the first and third Sunday, Kigali bans cars and motorbikes in many parts 

of the city to allow citizens to cycle, walk, and jog freely on the roads. The city mainly closes 

roads heading towards designated assembly points for people involved in the activity while 

keeping open the rest of the roads to allow motorists undertaking their usual activities. The car 

free day activity takes most of the morning hours from 7 to 11 am. UDS program got the special 

invitation for participating in this program with purpose to encourage their peers to join this 

program.  

“Although the pandemic still exists, people need to work out which many Rwandans believe 

plays a big part of a healthy life because it contributes a lot in the prevention of some diseases 

caused by not exercising,” Minister of sports said. 

 

HOME VISIT: WHERE THERE IS AFFECTION THERE IS LIFE 

October 2020: With aim to collect information 

on our teenagers are living in these times for 

staying home without going to school for 

preventing this pandemic, we organised a 

home visit to the different individuals 

principally the most vulnerable teens like teen 

mothers, most poor families, it was a vital 

opportunity to meet and make a dialogue with 

their parents or caregivers. After this activity, 

we gained the impact of our programmes, at 

the end we decided to reinforce and reopen our 

programs named UDS, ECW, Fashion and 

SRHR education.   

Sport is friendship,  

Sport is health,  

Sport is education, 

Sport is life,  

Sport brings the world together. 

Jihad, Dance trainer in the friendly dialogue with a 
girl as one of our beneficiaries at her home. 
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JEANINE SHARED HER LIFE  
“Jeanine is a girl from rural area called 

Kianyinya,, when we visited her, she was 

busy for preparing food for her family, 

she shared with us her life during this 

hard period, Her parents are jobless, it 

means this time show them the heaviest 

life, getting food and wood for cooking, 

it’s not easy. As a teen girl her life is 

exposed, she is at home without 

something to do even to meet her friends 

in Urban Dance club is impossible, the 

sugar daddies tried to contact her for 

making sexual violence, however, she 

proposed more girls empowerment 

programs for supporting them  to get 

economic power for supporting their 

families and maximize they needs”   

 

 

 

URBAN DANCE: OPPORTUNITIES ARE LIKE SUNRISES. 
On 21th November 2020, Urban Dance School-UDS program received an invitation for 

participating and sharing stage with a famous Rwandan musical artist named Peace 

Jolie, UDS accepted this invitation and shared its great journey for promoting talents 

for younger generation, in this streaming live concert named my talent organized By 

East Africa Promoter (EAP) which was broadcasted on Rwanda Television and live on 

YouTube was really appreciated by music fans. And for UDS part, participating in the 

shows like this is a great dimension of what did we do for preparing the future of this 

program. UDs is continuing to work with the uppermost artist in Rwanda and at the East 

Africa level like the ben, Meddy, Peace, Buravan, Knowless, Diamond (Tanzanian) etc..  

Jeanine is preparing foods for her family in 

the traditional kitchen with pot on wood fire. 
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YOUTH PARTICIPATE: LET THE ILLUMINATION PREVAIL 

On 08th August 2020, Six UDS beneficiaries with the full support of Club Rafiki realized a 

short video film on which a young girls tell an imaginative story about her life journey, how 

she was born in Rwanda and grow up in a foreign country where in her early teen with no life 

experience, she have to adapt herself to a new life style and culture and finally she start hanging 

around with crowd with bad influences.  

At the end she found herself addicted to drugs, alcohol and others wrong behaviors. The film 

was given the opportunity to participate in   !Erupt, an international competition in four artistic 

disciplines; drawing, Dance, Audio and visual with the objective to detect and promote the 

talents of disadvantage children across the world. Even though the character didn’t experienced 

those fact in the story but the inspiration come from similar situations that happened to young 

girls from the region who found themselves forced in prostitution or any other undesirable 

situations caused by bad circumstance  

 

 
 

Youth Quote: “I feel honored to play a role in 

this short film realized by Urban Dance Club 

Rafiki, an opportunity to participate in 

international competition like this on which we 

have a chance to develop and demonstrate our 

talent in various artistic discipline is unique and 

it help us also to build self-esteem and detect 

our hidden talent in a meaningful ways” Said 

Izere Marie Aimee 17 years, a girl who 

participated actively at the center 

PLEASE WATCH THIS MOVIE ON THE LINK BELOW 

DARKEST DAYS FILM 
https://youtu.be/71y5hfI2QmA 

Film gives us a second chance  

at a first impression 

The trio of our programs named UDS, ECW and Fashion is scheming the sustainability of our activities    
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ATTENDANCE  
Urban Dance School (UDS) - Club Rafiki 

Participants  Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total  %  

Girls  82 97 126 95 89 110 599 47% 

Boys  121 114 109 132 93 97 666 53% 

 S/Total   203 211 235 227 182 207 1,265 100% 

Urban Dance School (UDS) - Kanyinya Class 

Participants  Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total  %  

Girls  25 42 52 46 34 37 236 62% 

Boys  19 24 43 22 18 20 146 38% 

S/Total  44 66 95 68 52 57 382 100% 

Urban Dance School (UDS) - Mageragere Class 

Participants  Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total  %  

Girls  12 12 15 13 11 12 75 24% 

Boys  38 40 46 43 34 41 242 76% 

S/Total  50 52 61 56 45 53 317 100% 

Overall situation  

Participants  Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total  %  

 Girls   119 151 193 154 134 159 910 46% 

 Boys   178 178 198 197 145 158 1,054 54% 

 Total   297 329 391 351 279 317 1,964 100% 

More Clarification:  

UDS Nyamirambo: In the period between April and June 2020, the figure are very low caused 

by  Covid-19 outbreak, so far UDS adopted a method of conducted dance session online using 

tutorial session where a trainer create a choreography style and sharing it with members by 

posting it on UDS social media what’s-  up group or Instagram, even though many were at 

home, practice was followed online and post back the feedback to group, we kept encourage 

members to share with peers practice, but lack of smart phone to certain members still an issues 

and post lockdown we adopting new ways to resume practice using limited numbers in order 

to respect Covid-19 restriction. 

UDS Kanyinya: UDS Kanyinya materialized a balanced attendance in the beginning of year 

even though dance class is conduct only once a week the figure in the three last month of 

semester show that the number of trainees decreased due to Covid-19 effect. Dance session 

continue to reach members via social media group but majority still denied that opportunity 

because of lack of smart phone and access to ICT facility which is unavailable in that are  area. 

On the other hands trainer continue to post dance session using tutorial dance session and share 

it with crew members on social media. 

UDS Mageragere: The numbers was limited from the beginning of the year because most 

participants were prepared for the school opening, and during the outbreak dance class was 

posted on UDS social media group and lack of smart phone and ICT facility to many became 

an issue that caused members to not being involved completely in UDS activities due to 

poverty. 
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SECTION 2: 

ENGLISH CORNER WORKSHOP - ECW 
English corner Workshop - ECW Started at the beginning in 2017. It aims to improve English 

communication skills in writing and reading between younger generations. 

ACHIEVEMENTS:  
So far this semester although Covid-19 devastated the world including Rwanda, ECW 

participants didn’t stop to rise and shine in most appropriate way due to their commitment and 

support of Club Rafiki and Indigo foundation and friends who never turn their back to them 

when everywhere things appeared to be bad, instead they continued to assist them financially, 

materially and emotionally.  

As a result ECW accomplished in this period so many things such as;  

 

COVID-19 OUTBREAK BOOKLET PROMOTION  
 

COVID-19 outbreak is a booklet published in the mid-2020 by teens who participate in our 

English Corner program, this booklet combines the real lives of young people during this hard 

time fighting this pandemic. After its publication, they organized the different actions for 

sharing this book with their peers and their communities including parents, authorities etc. 

 

This document shares their own experiences 

and understanding of the negative impact of 

Covid-19 which has not only interrupted 

their studying but affected their well-being 

in general, thus authors would like to share 

with you the content of the Covid-19 

outbreak storybook.  

 

During this journey for promoting the 

achievement of this program we received 

great comment form the Rwanda ministry of 

youth and Culture after receiving a copy of 

this youth friendly booklet.  

“We are very happy to take a part in great 

opportunity to write a book like this, I share it 

with my family and my English teacher they 

encouraging us.” A girl-ECW participants  

 

 

“We are very happy to receive this great work from children themselves, it is a tangible 

example for their better future, teenagers like them are trying to such activities it is amazing. 

As Ministry of youth we are requesting all community libraries in Rwanda to take this booklet 

in their libraries and use it for encouraging/inspiring the peers of those young authors from 

Club Rafiki” Director of Kigali Public Library said 
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ISANGO TV AND RADIO TALK SHOWS  

NATIONAL LITERACY MONTH: WE ENCOURAGE YOUTH TO READ AND WRITE  

 

Eric -  young book writer, Beata - Director Director of Rwanda National Library in Ministry 

of Youth and Culture, Tony center manager at Club Rafiki youth center at Isango TV poster of 

talk show on the importance promoting a culture of reading and writing among youth.  

Kigali, on 7/10/2020, we joined hands with the Ministry of Youth and Culture in the TV show 

hosted by Isango star with the main aim to celebrate International Literacy Day every year on 

8th September, this year Rwanda organised largely with celebrating National Literacy Month 

closed 21st October 2020. The purpose of Rwanda’s National Literacy Month 2020 celebration 

is to spur children and adults throughout Rwanda to read, write, and embrace literacy as the 

foundation for learning, a tool for life, and a means for individuals to contribute to Rwanda’s 

national ambitions by bringing literacy promotion activities and events celebration at district, 

sector and school level.  

For this occasion, we got an invitation from the Ministry of Youth and Culture for participating 

in the TV show on Isango TV with the main purpose to share with youth what Club Rafiki for 

promoting the culture of reading and writing among youth. In 2 hours we shared with youth 

how we support youth to read and encourage them to write, currently we have 3 booklets 

including one on COVID-19 outbreak; those books produced and published by teenagers 

themselves. At present, we encourage them to read and borrow books in our community library 

which motivate them to participate actively in their own learning, consequently through our 

Storytelling program youth themselves wrote in the past three years three storybooks named 

Rise of hope, Shining dreams, and recently during this devastating period they wrote COVID-

19 outbreak in which they share their personal experiences with the pandemic and many friends 

of Center and community acknowledged the great work of these young writers with potential 

in storytelling and writing. 
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READING CORNER – Reading is a discount ticket to everywhere 

 

When the program started children were interested on reading stories but we appreciated that 

the majority of them they just enjoying pictures who were in books but do not understand what 

their reading. Then we started by teaching them some Basic English and learn things by 

drawing them.  

July to December 2020, with this period some of activities including educational activities were 

not allowed totally, but libraries were open and with permit to serve a small number of people, 

within this occasion we assisted young kids in the different time and they enjoyed to meet again 

books and a time for reading with assistance of Club Rafiki team.  In this period, we continued 

to screen educative movies with aim to improve their listening skills and we created a child 

friendly space for children in our Community library where children were able to read books. 

Also due to the Covid-19 pandemic some children who are near Rafiki manage to come in the 

library to read books and other come to access internet and follow e-learning program.  

During these six months, we received some parents for visiting this program and assisting their 

children and they let some message related to this program for sharpening knowledge of their 

children: “During this period of Covid-19, letting our children come to the club to attend the 

session like this is very appreciable, because children they need to be together with others and 

where we haven’t worry for any abuse, as you know this period children can be violated 

anytime even sexual violence that is why are appreciating club Rafiki and its partners for 

everything you do for our children.”  Said Mariam a parent  

 

As picture shows Children are busy for reading and rewriting some interesting stories in the Club Rafiki library 

 
“The whole world opened up to me when I learned to read” – Mary McCleod Bethune 
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ATTENDANCE  
English Corner Workshop  

Participants  Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total  %  

Girls  28 22 18 32 34 42 176 38% 

Boys  32 26 17 56 62 97 290 62% 

S/Total  60 48 35 88 96 139 466  100% 

English Reading Corner for kids  

Participants  Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total  %  

Girls  4 10 38 11 5 8 76 39% 

Boys  9 12 62 18 8 10 119 61% 

S/Total  13 22 100 29 13 18 195 100%  

Total  73 70 135 117 109 157 661   

 
More explanation: 

According to the figures’ analysis of two semester reports of this year, the number of girls 

attending both programmes mentioned in the table above reduced from 73% to 27% in this 

semester and Boys reduced from 67% to 33% of all youths attend these programs in this 

semiannual report. This is one of the consequences of this troubling time for Covid-19 

pandemic, regrettably, this is hard time for us because we know our contribution in the 

protection of youths especially young girls. With this inflexible time, we have a hope and some 

mitigations for continuing together to protect this young generation with serving small group 

of them, we will continue to work extra time and working with schools and other youth centers 

near of us for serving big number of them with respecting the measures to prevent this 

pandemic. 

 

 

 

A 

 

 

 

 

Covid-19 resists to the papers 4 days,               

at the 5th day Angel, librarian at club Rafiki      

is arranging books borrowed by readers,         

after keeping those books in the special boxes 

for waiting these days, as advised by WHO. 

A kid boy is reading some books through 

eBooks & Audiobooks material borrowed at 

Club Rafiki community library, these digital 

materials are encouraging young kids to read 

and write. 
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SECTION 3: 

OUR GIRL PROGRAMME:    Empowered GIRL change 

 

 

 

Club Rafiki with its vision of empowering Girls and transforming community continue to 

embraced the ideas “Educating a females is educating a nation”, therefore the center has been 

fulfill its mission by invest much efforts in project that give girls and young women educational 

and economic opportunities that allow girls to be independent financially and emotional and 

be able to achieve their dreams through self-sustainable development. 

Meanwhile, Covid-19 has been devastating the whole world In general, after the lockdown 

ended in May 2020, we meet some girls who were attending different programs allowed by 

measures of preventing Covid-19 including our services of educating youth on Sexual and 

Reproductive Health. In this period we are reporting, we realized that this pandemic continues 

to destroy the rights of young people badly our future mamas. Our figures for this semester 

show that we received 241 girls in our Counseling and testing voluntary pregnancy, 71 got 

positive results corresponding to 29% of total youth received. We as the youth center we found 

that we need more efforts for contributing in this serious issue for our necessary generation. 

Strengthen supporting by reminding them to recognize their rights and always believe in their 

dreams. 

Together with the program beneficiaries and young girls working day to day with this we regret 

the impact of this issue to our future, that is why we are seeing how we can adapt to this hard 

time for continuing to educate our friends and peers on the effect of this by empowering through 

dialogues even economically with aim to the power to say no I’m a girl for bright future. 

 A Girl empowered by Our Girl Program are braiding hair of her friend as one of our 

approach for listening and orienting their peers with some difficulties, presently,  Girls and 

young women are continuing to be a victim of this pandemic. 
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CELEBRATION OF GIRL DAY, 11/10/2020 –THE POWER OF GIRLS’ VOICES   
 

The International Day of the 

Girl Child focuses attention on 

the need to address the 

challenges girls face and to 

promote girls' empowerment 

and the fulfilment of their 

human rights.  

 

With this opportunity we 

joined world to celebrate this 

special day for girls and for 

focusing on the equal future for 

everyone. 

 

With this period for preventing 

this pandemic, we celebrated 

this day with branding some 

messages to our communities, 

to the social media including visiting girls as individual. During this period we gained some 

feedback, messages and testimonies from the different people reached:  

 

“Thanks for visiting us at home, this great activity can open the dialogue with my parents, after 

getting baby with 18 years, I stopped my studies, my father beats my mother every week with 

aggressive words, I think the dialogue you had with my dad can change this condition here.” 

A teen mother l lives in Kanyinya  

 

 “The biggest challenges in this period is that youth due to lack of disciplinary occupation  

have become more active in sexual intercourse, they are not afraid of the consequences and  

majority have lower knowledge on SRHR, HIV/STD’s infection and others negative outcome  

of unprotected sex”  Said Raissa mother from Rwezamenyo sector  

   

Girls take this occasion as 

big opportunity for learning 

accessing true information 

on Sexual and Reproductive 

health and they meet 

professional in the secret 

room where they talk openly 

about their lives and asking 

any questions on this area.  

 

 
With this picture girls are 

discussing on reproductive system 

organs 
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BACK TO SCHOOL  :  MY RIGHT IS BACK 
Seven month since the outburst of 

COVID-19 pandemic that interrupted 

countless activities including schools, 

children/youth are very and 

enthusiastic to go back to school again 

on 2nd November 2020. Although not 

all school started on that date because 

some of international schools started 

earlier and certain grade will resume 

on 23th November 2020. 

Among those who started studying 

normally yet again, some are 

beneficiaries of different programs at 

Club Rafiki Youth Friendly Center 

and decided to share with Club their 

joyful experiences of resuming class 

and we tried to select some 

comments; 
  
 “I truly enjoying going back to school because since 

it was closed in March 2020 because of COVID-19,        

I realized that my rights to education was denied by 

uncontrollable fate and all others enjoyable activities 

went by with the negative effect of the pandemic, but 

now that school started I’m very happy and expect 

dance session also will be allowed very soon like 

before hopefully” Said Shakira 13 years old girl UDS 

beneficiary 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

“I’m happy to be at school again and enjoying 

the experiences accumulated in this situation, 

but we could have felt much encouraged to 

work hard if we can receive some assistance 

in school materials such as, academics Books, 

note books, Bags, shoes, sanitary and others 

accessories especially those who come from 

disadvantage families.“ Said Kevine 14 years 

old from UDS Beneficiary. 

                             

CLUB RAFIKI wishes all the students enjoyable school and success 
 

 

Kevine and Shakira at Club 

Rafiki before school opening 
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SEXUAL AND HYGIENE EDUCATION: BEST FRIENDS FIRST. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PERSONAL HYGIENE: TEETH ARE ALWAYS IN STYLE  
As requested by girls before, in this 

session we got an opportunity to start the 

new session of youth education on the 

personal Hygiene and its importance to 

the daily life. One of the best ways to 

maintain good overall health and wellness 

is to maintain proper personal hygiene. 

Personal hygiene helps you to stay clean, 

giving you a boost in confidence and 

positively impacting personal 

relationships, as well as reduce the risk 

for disease and negative medical 

conditions that stem from bad hygiene.  

 

We started this with a support ended December from Korea International Cooperation Agency-

KOICA, we are looking how we can continue this new practical activity as wished.  

 “To be honest, I didn't care how I brush my teeth. I was very surprised.” Ben, 16 years old. 

 “How I brush my teeth is something I didn't really value, but now I know it and I'm going to 

teach it to others.” Queen, 14 years old. 

FEMALES NEED US 

During the present reporting period at least 

300 girls, teen mums and young women 

received sessions on Sexual and 

Reproductive Health includes 

contraception and family planning and 

oriented how they can access the VCT 

services, after those sessions received 

sanitary materials such as pads, soaps and 

condoms to the youth. They have also the 

information on GBV. 

 

“Very happy to get this 

information on the sexual and 

Reproductive Health, I know that 

many girls are get pregnant 

because they have incomplete 

knowledge on this and there is 

misinformation on sexuality, this is 

one of causes of teen pregnancy”  

A girl trained said  

Here at the picture,  girls are in the brushing teeth 

practices after getting its theory session, this activity is a 

part of personal Hygiene youth package. 
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ATTENDANCE  
Our Girl Programme 

Participants  Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total % 

Girls  153 250 268 178 154 121 1,124  89% 

Boys  29 41 35 13 12 9 139  11% 

S/Total  182 291 303 191 166 130 1,263    

 

We compared the most recent semester reports with the purpose to see the impact of our daily 

activities for protecting our young generation, as you see in the table below, we are still meet 

a gap especially to the girls with HIV positives and pregnant teenagers and youth these figures 

show that we need to add more efforts for educating our youth especially girls as most 

vulnerable. We did a great job together with teenagers and youth as volunteers for educating 

their peers about the impacts of the wrong orientation of their lives, we need to involve their 

parents in this process for building the better future of our current generation. We conclude 

with special thanks to you for your contribution to the achievements of this, without your 

participation, these figures can be less than these. 

 

“As you know, it is not easy to ask any question about Sexual  and Reproductive Health to our 

parents, even teachers, that is why I appreciate this space for my peers for discussing on these 

topic” Zawadi, a girl 17 years old 

 

“Sometimes as girls we can be a victim of limited knowledge on the Sexual and reproductive 

health, many girls get pregnancy as effects of lack of knowledge, personally I thank everyone 

for supporting this kind of educational sessions.” Said Nadia, a girl 20 years old 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comparison of two semiannual achievements 

Youth friendly Services 

Semiannual 

(January to June 2020) 

Semiannual 

(July to December 2020) 

▼▼▼ Male Female Total  Male Female Total  

Sexuality Education  10,359  5,076  15,435   1,444  1,123  2,567  

youth tested HIV  (-)  882 572 1,454  873 749 1622 

Youth tested HIV (+) 7 12 19 8 11 19 

Pregnancy tested (-)   124 124   170 170 

Pregnancy test (+)    38 38   69 69 

Condom distributed    7,119  3,128  10,247   10,921   5,358  16,279  

EARLY LIFE  

AND  

ENVIRONMENT 

 

Elizabeth, a 14 year old girl 

benefited our girl program, is 
initiated a community project called 

“Better environment, better climate” 

to help her friends to gain at least 
200 fruit seeds per year which should 

be planted in their yards at home or 

in school premises. 

 
Courage, sacrifice, determination and heart 

for every girl. 
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SECTION 4:  

MODELING AND FASHION – A corner of cheerful future  
 

Three years of its existence, urban fashion and Modelling has seen a positive improvement to 

the future of girls, it rises their experiences, talents and more confident. This is what we were 

projected from in the beginning. Highly they created great partnership with their parents and 

friends including some boys joined this lineup.  

Through, its sub-action of life skills, it has been playing a meaningful role by transforming 

lives of the members in a possible ways including sessions on Sexual and Reproductive Health 

and Rights which is of great importance to youth frequenting the center, chiefly in this time for 

preventing Covid-19, today, the members are still meet and create some innovative program 

including working closely with ICT tools like social media. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This program remains to promote the talents of young people and culture of self-confidence 

and their parents and caregivers appreciate how such activities help in the discipline, 

creativity, teamwork, and the spirit for focusing the better future for them. 

“In this period I’m pleased with the fact that I had an opportunity to know my children very 

well, I’m a single mother but my son who is 16 demonstrate in so many way his sense of 

responsibility by helping a lot at home by bringing order, revise lessons and discipline his 

elder sisters by showing them good example” Said Idrissa’s Mother /Nyakabanda sector   

With picture story, they show the advancement of 

using technology like phone in our country and how 

this technology is changing the lives in all corners of 

the world. 

Girls with culture clothes their 

reclaim their rights, our community 

members requested to take a 

responsibility for promoting girls  
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CAPACITY BUILDING  

HANDCRAFTS CREATE A SMILE OF NATURE 
On 1 to 10th November 2020, Club Rafiki in close collaboration with indigo Foundation, 

organised a 10 day training for 15 girls and 5 boys on handcraft, in this period the trainees 

gained the knowledge on how to make jewelry and jewelry products (Earrings, Bracelets, and 

Necklaces), the participants will be able to make these products themselves. After these 

sessions some of them appreciated the organizers and they will be able to work in the group 

with aim to gate more opportunities including making money through this kind of activity. 

During this session we encouraged them to join the youth handcraft show room located at 

Kimisagara Youth Center as where they can exhibit their product. This center has a 

collaboration with Club Rafiki through in the different activities for promoting younger 

generation. 

 “I am excited and thankful to Rafiki and its partners  for this opportunity because for now                             

I understand that if I focused on this training I can do my own earing and make others to                                

l my friends and tell them instead of going to buy it from others I can make accessories  for 

them and get money” said Zawadi. 

 

Girls enjoyed the training on how their jewelry, it was not easy for them to get them without 

spending much money. Currently, they are able to make them themselves.   

These girls are willing to learn more and grow their skills in handcraft. Their wishes in future 

are following: 

- Prepare more training session to girls in order to reinforce their handcraft skills 

- Opening small show room at the center to market their products,  

- organize and facilitate study tours to other handcraft space,  

- Make a follow up to ensure that girls were empowered during the training with the 

culture of self-job creation and enhancing the advocacy to easy access to raw materials 

and promoting further their competition on the local level. 
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Art corner opened by this Handcraft training            

Girls enjoyed their handmade jewelry            
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SECTION 5:  

YOUTH EMPOWERMENT AND EMPLOYMENT  
Youth empowerment is a process where children and young people are encouraged to take 

charge of their lives. They do this by addressing their situation and then take action in order to 

improve their access to resources and transform their consciousness through their beliefs, 

values, and attitudes. Youth empowerment aims to improve quality of life. Youth 

empowerment is achieved through participation in youth empowerment programs. Club 

Rafiki’s youth empowerment services continued to serve youth in their job search journey 

where we provide career guidance, secretariat services, online application, tips to interview and 

CV and application letter. 

 

 Without the dark, we'd never see the stars.  

“I’m 22 years old, after my graduation to university,       

I got unplanned pregnant; my life was too hard.                    

I decided to start a new life as a Mason’s helper.                        

I was out of hope. One day my friend shared with me an 

information about this services at Club Rafiki; I joined 

the team here, however they support me to make me 

more understand that what I am doing now is not bad 

and there is no need to lose hope. This is what I was 

need. Today, I’ve a dream to get a job as I planned when 

I was in University. Thank to help me to bring back my 

confidence and I hope my future will be possible” said 

Ayabakunzi beneficiary of Job Desk services at Club 

Rafiki. 

 

Table shows the summary of achievement of youth empowerment program   

 

No 
 

activities 

  

number of youth 

reached/facilitated    

M F  Total 

1 Youth received information on public/private jobs, 

internship, scholarship and courses through Whatsapp 

groups, public notice, job adverts posted on Club Rafiki 

social medias (85 adverts posted) 

428 296 724 

2 Number of youth attended sessions for career guidance and 

support in application procedures namely cover letter & 

CV/resume writing, interview preparations… 

43 19 62 

3 
Offering secretarial facilities (typing, printing, scanning and 

copying…) 

47 28 75 

4 Youth facilitated in online application (6 of them gained 

online courses) 
13 6 19 

5 Visiting Youth gotten jobs and professional internship 21 17 38 

6 Youth inspired by others through the interface meetings 

organised  
19 12 31 

 Total 402 282 684 

 Percentage  59% 41%   

Ayabakunzi with her little boy at Club Rafiki  
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YOUTH IN THE JOURNEY OF ENDING JOBLESS:  

I NEVER DREAMED ABOUT SUCCESS. I WORKED FOR IT 
 

Covid19 pandemic make some youth realize that they need to make effort and work as a group 

in order to get job as soon as possible therefore youth who learned accounting decided to join 

hands and help one another where they create a group of 37 people (28M and 9F) the aim of 

the group is to help the member of the group to get job as soon as possible. 

 

What they do is that those who are selected for written exams they have to make sure that after 

the exams they come with the questionnaire where is possible or make sure that they understand 

the questions and share it with the member of the group after the exams.  

 

The member of the group they are convinced that they carrier is technical one so if you have 

many questionnaires from different institutions this can help you to succeed. Therefore after 

the constant of this good initiative the Club provide a space to them where they can meet follow 

the instructions measure of fighting COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

This initiative started two months ago and have helped youth among them 2 even got a jobs. 

Although they have this good initiative they still have some difficulties like; some of them lack 

the communication skills and how to prepare to the interview (interview tips) 

 

“I used to go to do writing exams and reach some interview step but I was not able to get a job 

due to lack of some knowledge of technical world. but the day I joined this group of study I 

realized that this is what I needed to reach my goals because now I am confident to say that 

the next exams I will do I will be the one who will get the job because I testified my fellow who 

had the same issue and they already have a job. Thank Club Rafiki for this and for what you 

continue to do for the youth.” Said Emmanuel 

 

Winny our Youth empowerment officer is giving them some advices to youth 

regarding job search journey 
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SECTION 6:  

MUSIC CLASS – MUSIC STAYS WITH US FOREVER. 
In this period we recorded 15 boys and 3 girls joined the class regularly, but as the program 

continued enthusiasm was detected among students and positive impact and improvement was 

materialized to the point they were able to perform in front of audience after only three months. 

Moreover we realized that Girls are willing to being fully involve but most are tend to learn 

Piano or any other musical instruments like drums etc. some complain practice guitar is 

affecting their nails and to them nails is part of their beauty, that is the reason in our 

recommendation we mentioned that issues of to attract a big numbers of girls. 

Unfortunately, when Covid-19 became a threat to society, this program is continuing to help 

young people to enjoy their youthful, this program is combined with some important education 

like Sexual and Hygiene education with aim to continue our contribution in the ending of the 

impacts of this pandemic.  

“As a young girl, I joined this music team for showing everyone that a girl is a human being 

and can do everything as our brothers do, together we can do better, I saw many people think 

that Girls and Women should stay at home for doing domestic works as you know these kinds 

of works there are no salary and no appreciation but it is our responsibility, with the big 

opportunities like these, we have to learn how we can take a part in the development of our 

nation from home, in that way as a girl, I tried to join the program like this known for the 

males, I want to make a difference.” Said Asia a musician girl, 17 years 

 

 

 

Rafiki Band in the practice IN THE SMALL GROUP 

WITH Aims TO FOLLOW THE MEASEASES TO PREVENT 

COVID-19.  
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SECTION 7:  

DIGITAL LITERACY – FOR CHANGING OUR LIVES EASIER 
In the previous Digital literacy 

conducted in rural area of Kanyinya 

and Mageragere in June 2020, for 

the majority of beneficiaries it was 

their first time to be introduced for 

the first time to access on digital 

tools, they requested the next 

opportunity.   
 

With aim to respect this request the 

next sessions, our ICT facilitation 

crew adopted an approach to 

provide all kind of details and 

explanations to beneficiaries so that 

they may understand well the basics information concerning digital literacy even though 

timeframe allocated to the training wasn’t enough to allow them to master the digital world but 

We continue to help them to shape their way to the world of the skills mentioned above. 

“This new opportunity is something incredible to me, because It help me increased my skills in 

ICT about how to chat properly with friend in social media and to have access with a good 

internet connection is a big advantage to me and our facilitator is offering us a possibility to 

ask any question that we don’t understand and receive answer” Said Carine a girl, 16 years 

old  from Mageragere 

SUCCESS: DIGITAL LITERACY CHANGES CLUB RAFIKI  
 

All through this 2nd phases of Digital Literacy Trainings-DLT to the youth from rural areas, we 

shared the Programme successes with Korean International Cooperation Agency-KOICA, 

Rwanda program office, as noticed, we have a partnership with KOICA since 2019, through 

Volunteering initiative, where we receive Korean volunteers for supporting some of the center 

initiatives; in this time the 2 Korean volunteers are backed in South Korea timely for preventing 

COVID-19.  in that way we had a great dialogues with them on how we can continue the 

collaboration, after visiting the center program and met the Digital Literacy program and talks 

with its beneficiaries, they accept to renew Computer lab and separate with the Center 

Community. Finally, this new ICT room will serve directly 30 youths with its 30 new laptops 

with high speed internet for 1 year (4G), this room will continue to help us to facilitate and 

train more number of youth in this domain.  

Technology is best when it brings people together. 

Digital Literacy, the ability to use technology to 

navigate, evaluate, and create information. 
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II. STRENGTHS 
 Working closely with authorities, partners, donors and friends is our top secret of our 

great achievements and hope for the greatest solutions for some gaps and challenges, 

 Parents, teachers and caregivers and other community members recognized and 

valued what Club did in the promotion of the children/teens/Girls/youth through the 

different field activities organized by Club Rafiki.  

 The Our Girl program for promoting/orienting/protecting young women and girls is 

answering the issue of the girls in and out of the center. 

III. THE MAIN CHALLENGES  
 Gathering with small number of the youth caused by Covid-19 preventive measures 

today we’re serving 30% of the youth registered in our programs,  

 The high request of the hygiene materials for preventing COVID-19,  

 During this time the cases of girls met the sexual violence plus teen pregnancies  

increased   

IV. NEEDS  
 As one of wishes of participants is to adjust the programs agenda according to this 

time,  

 The participants who don’t have access to smart phone or internet to be encourage to 

frequent regularly Club Rafiki ICT facilities to allow them to keep in touch with a 

digital world including E-learning and E-Library platform,  

 Girls and young women they are requesting us to see how we can create new 

approach targeted to the community with purpose to continue SRHR education in new 

way touched girls and young women as individuals to their communities,  

V. CONCLUSION 
In this report, Club Rafiki is sharing with you its achievements including some stories of 

beneficiaries, successes, difficulties, future plan, financial situations, during this period, in 

general, we account 40% of girls participated in the Club Rafiki’s programmes, we need 

to add more effort in girls participation with continuing to encourage girls and young 

women to take big part in the center’s activities. 

 

Done at Kigali – Club Rafiki             

ending date, 31/01/2021 
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